Early French Harpsichords
by Michael Thomas
I am going to discuss two early French harpsichords
—Philippe Denis (1674) and Sebastien Gamier
(1747)—in detail, and show a complex relationship
which these instruments had with those of other
countries.
Three instruments have recently been discovered.
While none of them is dated or signed, various
experts have contradicted each other with guesses
about their places of origin, which include France,
Spain, Italy, Sweden, Germany and England. This
suggests that while in the later 18th century there
were clear types of instruments in, say, Paris or
London, in the earlier period there was a greater
exchange of ideas, and certain types of instruments
that appear in several countries.

My own building has been influenced by the
enormous variations which are found in early
Italian instruments. Wanting to make double-manual
instruments without being restricted by the
limitations of the Ruckers style, I made doubles
which were like the Italian but with slightly thicker
sides and deeper cases. This produced instruments
singularly like those that were later discovered,
e.g. the Denis of 1674 and the Tisseran of 1710.
One cannot assume that the indigenous FrenchEnglish style was copied from the Italian, but it
does suggest at least a common ancestor. I believe
that as the instrument was built in France it was as
close as possible to such hand-plucked instruments
as the lute.
The Layout of the Soundboard of the
P. Denis

Photograph No. 1 and the first
diagram show the layout of the Denis
harpsichord of 1674. There is a large
area of soundboard between the case
and the 8ft. bridge. One reason for
this is that the side, being 1cm thick
(that is thicker than an Italian), was
too thi ck to be bent to the sharper
curve of the bridge. The second reason
is that the early French builders
seemed to t h i n k it was necessary to
elongate the cheek to give the same
distance from t h e treble of the bridge
to the
1. Harpsichord by Philippe Denis, 1674.
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bent side as in the lower registers. We can see this
gradually altered as the century progressed.
The treble is likely to be rather brittle because
the bridge is to the front edge of the vibrating
section. It will also have a deep harmonic because
of all the free soundboard, and so it will be much
like a hand-plucked instrument.
The alto (counter-tenor) will be soft and reedy
because the bridge is so far from the edge, but with
an even deeper harmonic. There will be some reedy
harmonics because it is so near to the 4ft. hitch-pin
rail and because of the crossbars.
The tenor will be even deeper as here the 4ft.
hitch-pin rail has stopped, leaving a large area of
soundboard free to vibrate (photo No. 2). But it
will be restricted by the crossbars.

Italian style of bars (Florentine harpsichord with no 4').

sustaining metallic tone and they are, in my opinion,
the most disappointing Italian instruments. Heavy
crossbars make for shallow tone.
Some sort of crossbarring such as this
is found in most of the 17th-century
French harpsichords (or ~™ at least
traces of it in the Thibaut and Des
Ruisseaux). The English Barton 1709
has similar bars. (We do not know
about the Hitchcock, but I used parallel
Venelian barring in the copy for
Thurston Dart as the most probable
and it is the most beautiful of all
barring.)
The Four-foot Hitch-pin Rail

2. Inside the P. Denis.

The bass will be full, as the bridge is straight and
heavy. In this way the Denis is exceptional, as the
bass of the bridge usually is bent (photo No. 3).
The whole instrument will have a deepening
towards the bass.
The bridge, probably beech, is heavier than an
Italian throughout (2cm high), which would add to
the sustaining tone. (It is slightly moulded.) The
vibrating band of the soundboard is broad, Sin. in
the treble to 13in. in the bass, which would give
the instrument a deep and mellow sound, if it were
not for the cross bars.
The Barring of the Denis

The next diagram shows an Italian soundboard
with a heavy type of barring which is really a
combination of two earlier types found in Italy. In
a shallow Italian case, such bars give a thin, non-

While I know of no French instrument without a 4ft. hitch-pin
rail like the Italian instruments, P.
Denis has only a light one, and
one made in several sections. The
treble section is pine and the rest
poplar or lime.
A black instrument with Chin-oiserie decoration
in Paris has an even lighter 4ft. rail with signs that
the original crossbars were actually bigger than the
hitch-pin rail, and passed over it. The rail is poplar,
\m. x |in., and tapers to nothing at both ends before
it meets the case. Bars parallel to the bridge have the
opposite effect to crossbars. If light, they make the
tone reedy.

Ruckers style of bars (Sebastien Gamier, 1747).
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These light 4ft. rails did not touch the
header, but fade out about 3/16in. from it. It is
unfortunate in a way, as the soundboard on
both the Denis and the Nicholas Blanchet have
pulled forward by this amount. We have found
by experiment that light rails allow more
portions of the soundboard and case to
vibrate. The harmonics are 'mixed', and the
sound dies quickly.
The Case

The case of the Denis has a pine bottom fin.
thick and straight side of iin. All the structural
supports are pine. The bent side is poplar and
is thinner round the bend (1cm thick). Unlike
the Italian instruments, the side is not bent on
to the bottom, but rather the bottom appears to
have been added after the case was finished.
It would be perfectly possible to bend the side,
at this thickness, cold on to the liner, and
indeed we have often done so. Yet this seems
to raise the question of how they pressed the
lower side of the case into shape with no preshaped bottom to act as a mould. Perhaps the
bottom was made larger, forming a ledge below
the bent side. Blocks could be made to push
the case in before the bottom was finally cut to
shape. Perhaps the solid braces, shaped like
Italian knees, but, double, were employed, as
they make a solid basis for clamps. Even so, I
find it very difficult to build by this method,
even with a thick and supported straight side to
take the strain of bending the opposite side
later.

Upper strut (sometimes independent and at 45° to the
others).
3. French harpsichord, unsigned, which, although
much
rebuilt, still carries many indigenous characteristics:
((a) Long cheek beyond treble bridge, which will make
the treble dull and short-lived.
(b) Big gap from side to alto, giving soft tone.
(c) Tenor in large area of soundboard.
(d) Big curve in bass of bridge to give percussion
notes in the bottom register.
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The instrument is dove-tailed, which suggests
the outer case was made first. On the other
hand, the wrest plank is tenoned into cheek
and straight side (as are those of Blanchet,
Tisseran and Crang) which would give part of a
frame assembled firmly on which to push the
bent side later.
The top braces may be at a greater angle
to the spine than the bottom braces. They may
be directly over them or completely
independent.
Three braces are usually found on the
bottom, with a fourth to the the header. They
exist in Denis, Bellot and many other
harpsichords in 17th-century France. They
became the standard practice of the southern
makers in Lyons in the 18th century. It
appears that Thibaut and Des Ruisseaux
used a similar structure made of several
pieces of wood, as does the Gamier 1747.
Hitchcock and Hay ward used such a
construction in England, and the Barton is a
variation on it. The large claviorganum found
near Aix uses these struts with heavy upper
braces glued directly over them.
Later Examples of Indigenous Style

There are two instruments in walnut (Paris
and Nice) which I have not been able to
examine fully. The beautiful colour of the walnut
is identical with that of Weber. These seem to
follow the general lines. Are they crossbarred
soundboards ? Could they be Venetian in
style. The long 3cheek and the compass GG
(no GG#) to C is the same as the original
Baffo and the deep case (llfin.) is also
reminiscent of Venetian instruments. The long
narrow tail is like the long sharp tails of some
early Venetian instruments.
It would be easy to imagine that this long
tail could easily be made into a bent tail, and,
indeed, two such French harpsichords exist
with a double bent side, like the Hitchcock or
Swedish instruments. These are the Des
Ruisseaux which has a very thin walnut case,
perhaps originally bent over the bottom. The
other one has a thicker painted case, very
roughly made, probably of poplar, but it has
been much rebuilt.
M. Bedard tells me that when he restored
the Des Ruisseaux he found a complex
barring, but marks of the original bars suggest
it was cross-barred like the Denis soundboard.
Other instruments exist which also originally
had these crossbars—the two Thibaut
instruments and the D.F. The D.F. retains
something of the long cheek of the Denis.
Thus, it would appear that both D.F. as well
as Vincent Thibaut (1679) and Nicholas
Blanchet, felt it was important to keep the
bridge almost parallel to the bent side, getting
a little wider in the bass. This still leaves a
fairly large area of soundboard in the treble.
The treble would not be very loud, although
the cross grain of the soundboard would
brighten it in the case of the Blanchet. The
D.F..

like the Tisseran of 1710, has the tenor of the
bridge towards the outside of the case which
gives, in our experience, a tenor full of
harmonics. The Thibaut and Nicholas
Blanchet tend to have the bridge in the middle
of the soundboard and to give the round
deeper tone not so full of harmonics. The
earliest (Denis) and latest (Gamier) instruments, with indigenous framing, have a wide
gap between the case and the bridge in the
tenor.
The tenor was probably soft and slightly
reedy in both instruments, one of 1674 and
one of 1747. These instruments would be
orientated towards the treble and bass, which
seems the balance for early 18th-century
music, but the 17th-century Denis is
exceptional.
The really bright treble appears with the
small harpsichord of Pere Bellot (photo No. 4)
which is discussed below.
The Musical Effects of the Crossbarred
Harpsichords

The crossbarring of the soundboard results in
the instrument having a stronger percussive
quality and considerable attack in the lower
registers. The basic fundamental tone will not
sustain so well (except in the treble, where we
have found, in our own instruments, that
crossbarring helps the sustaining tone).
Against this factor, which reduces the
fundamental, the instruments have a broader
soundboard band for the 8ft. stops than was
usual in England or Italy. This would lower the
frequency, as does the heavier bridge of
French harpsichords compared with the
Italians. The exact degree to which these
factors worked against each other we cannot
tell till more are restored.
The crossbars will stop the notes of a chord
unifying into a sustained harmonic block of
sound. The suites of J. C. de Chambonnieres
(written in the 1660's) should be played with a
continual dance movement, which is
maintained by the voices throughout the
compass of the instrument. Most of these
early instruments have a big bend in the bass
(see photo No. 3), which will make the deepest
notes percussive rather than sonorous. Chambonnieres uses these deep notes for climactic
accents and cadential accents (see Ordre 3,
Sarabande, bars 17, 23 and 24).
In order that the tempo of these
Sarabandes should have a pulse, which suits
the fast natural attack and decay of the
instrument, they should not be played slowly
as one might play them on later instruments,
but have the rhythmic pulse of about 80.
Working against factors which give this sense
of perpetual impact in the instruments, like a
highly-fretted clavichord, are the large
soundboard area and heavy bridge already
mentioned.
These
will
increase
the
fundamental and lower frequencies to
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give a greater melodic clarity. Some of the music of Chambonnieres and Louis Couperin is related to the
broken style originally written for the lute and guitar, in which all the parts have individual solo notes or
fragments of melody, which are heard separately (see the Courante of the 2me Ordre).
This style was as though the lutenist played a note, or several notes, on one string and then moved to the
other strings in turn. The whole harpsichord gives rhythm and melody, from each note, in every part of
the compass, therefore requiring both attack and harmonic clarity. This is rather like the hand-plucked
instrument, where there are few harmonics because of the damping effect of the soft tip of the finger and
the fairly short-sustaining tone of these small, light instruments.
When Chambonnieres uses large chords they are nearly always spread (see the Galliard of the 6me
Ordre). This not only helps to sustain the tone, but gives one a chance to hear the harmonic tension and
melodic direction of each note, as one does when spreading the chords on a guitar.
No doubt the slight curve throughout the length of the bridge helps this effect, as each note will activate
the soundboard differently and produce slightly different harmonics. The natural attack and decay of the
French instruments, with low frequencies, greatly adds to the gracious style given by articulation, as well as
to the more introverted style of the chaconnes, preludes, etc.
Straight Bridges in England

Organists know that if many notes are played together with 8ft. fundamental tone the effect is muddy.

If many mixture pipes are employed, even if they sound harmonics which are very close together, a large
number of notes played simultaneously gives an exhilarating effect. The percussive effect of high
harmonics, when many notes are played simultaneously, seems to have been known more in England
than in France in the 17th century. Both the English 1623 double manual and the Hitchcock of 1700 had
nearly straight bridges of the kind we find in harpsichords of the late 18th century. This means that a number
of notes will have similar harmonics which will be high because the 8ft. soundboard band is small (see
illustration in The Harpsichord Magazine, No. 1, of the 1623 double manual). Also, the soundboards were
thicker in England. It could, therefore, be argued that the English instruments were best for brilliant dance
music with a concerted attack. This is only a generalisation, because the majority of surviving English
bridges were bent, as in Issard, Hayward, Barton and Tisseran.
Notes Inegales on the Early French Instrument with a Quick Decay

In notes inegales it is the first note that needs to be accentuated to give the rhythmic drive and tension. In
4. Harpsichord by Pere Bellot, c. 1729.

harpsichords with a strong ictus—that is to say, crossbarred harpsichords—the shorter a note the more
forceful. It is therefore
probably best to play the first note short and the second long. Louis Marchand in
1702 marks J~] to be played/J. (there are many other examples of this in other countries, where crossbarred
harpsichords are to be found). Only with later, more sustaining harpsichords can
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the first note be long, because it has a strong sustaining melodic power. On these later instruments the notes inegales can give the effect of feminine cadences.
It seems fair to say that the early French instrument was an attempt to combine harmonic
clarity and rhythmic drive, by having a strong attack from the crossbars, yet harmonic clarity from
the large soundboard.
Instruments with more Restricted Soundboard in the Treble

The D.F. has already a more restricted soundboard in the treble than the Denis, but there is
still a fairly large area which gives a relatively low-pitched attack in the treble. Photograph No. 4
shows a single - manual instrument made about 1729, which M. Bedard is now restoring. It is
the Pere Bellot. The treble of the bridge comes nearly in the middle of a small area of
soundboard, which should give it a brilliant and sustaining tone. It still retains both the knee-like
struts for the frame and is crossbarred under the soundboard. The music of L. N. Clerambault
(1704) would suit this instrument. The Allemande Gai and the Gigue in C minor need a brilliant
treble and a percussive bass. We have already seen that the crossbars suit a broken style and
the Allemande in C minor has beautiful textures in this style, although the many crossbars
might make the harmonics too brilliant [I recorded these pieces on one of the Ruckers
instruments, said to be suitable for Courantes (a very limited soundboard) and found how well
they went on the brilliant instrument.]
There is another instrument, that may have originally been crossbarred, with a limited amount
of soundboard along the cheek in the treble of the bridge. It is attributed to Antoine Watters
(Valter or Vater) in Trondheim. The instrument is playable and the excellent treble tone is
evident. It used to be crossbarred, but the museum noticed some other marks on the
soundboard and have changed it to the Ruckers barring, discussed below. (I think the
soundboard disposition is the more important for a good treble, rather than the barring.) The
bridge is heavy and with a rounded top, as in some German clavichords (not that the profile
appears to affect the tone). More importantly, it is nearly straight, like the earlier English
instruments and some late French ones. It is straight to the tail, which usually gives a more
organ-like quality to the bass. The Trondheim Watters does not have the usual tightly-bent
bridge in the bass, which may mean that Watters changed his plan after his arrival in France,
for another Watters (in England) has this bass bend. Both are dated 1737. The Trondheim
instrument, even if crossbarred, would tend to blend the notes of a chord together, because of its
heavy bridge, and produce something of the combined sonority of the later instrumentThe Need
for an Instrument with a Deeper and More Sustaining Tone

Louis Couperin, writing as early as the 16th century, required an instrument with a chromatic bass
down to GG (perhaps not GG$) (see the Passacaille in ut majeur which uses BBj? and the
Courante in si majeur). This would mean using an instrument with the widest soundbox
available at the time, perhaps like the two deep-cased walnut instruments discussed above. His
instrument was probably fairly full in tone in the lower compass, for, like Froberger, most of his
melodies are written for the lower registers, as are the rich chords of the chaconnes or
passacailles. But the evidence is that his instrument would have been crossbarred and
required to be played with a regular beat and impetus. The beautiful Sarabande begins with
interacting thirds, with the minor third of the tonality, within an augmented triad, resolving to
form yet another discord. There is a temptation to linger on these chords when playing on the
later Taskin type of instrument. Yet if we look at bar 17 we see the short appoggiaturas, which
only make sense if played reasonably fast (say, crotchet=85). In the same bar the A minor
chord has to cover two crotchets, so the speed of the minim cannot be slower than a
crossbarred instrument will sustain. Louis Couperin wrote less in the broken style and more
often in a style in which melody is supported by blocks of sound (I use the word block,
meaning a sound that continues strongly forming a harmonic basis for a number of notes in
the upper part, until it is damped). The accent inthis music requires a unified sound, when all
the notes of a down-beat are sounded together after an articulation; an effect which is best given
by the full sound of the unbarred soundboard. An even more sustaining sound is required by
Nicolas Le Begue, a pupil of Chambonnieres, writing in 1677, because one part or another is
sustained right through the first four bars of his Sarabande Grave in G minor. Similar textures
are found in the music of Gaspard Le Roux, writing at about 1695, although there are
examples of the earlier broken style. One can always tell by the length of his bass notes,
assuming an articulation when no notes are tied together, exactly what is the metre, and the
phrasing of the piece. If we look at the Sarabande of Suite No. 3, we see that the triple metre
is given by the first bar, fading away to the second beat. As no note is tied over, there is an
articulation before the third beat, which becomes a detached up-beat to the next bar. The
blocks of sound in the first phrase, therefore, work out to be:
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Nicholas Blanchet, 1697.

The note after an articulation will appear to
be accented. In fact, the position is a little
more complicated, as the alto part often has a
detached second beat which drives the
melody on and syncopations like this are
probably better on the slightly drier
instrument. However, both parts are generally
phrased together, and a good sustaining tone
is needed for the considerable climax in bar
three.
Instruments with Few Bars Under the
8ft. Soundboard

An instrument with no bars, or perhaps one,
did exist by 1697, made by Nicholas Blanchet.
It lacks the very long cheek of the Denis, so the
treble would be fairly brilliant. The bridge runs
almost parallel with the case, getting a little
further away towards the bass, and in the
middle of the 8ft. soundboard band, giving the
fullest tone possible.

A similar layout has been found in the
instrument of Vincent Thibaud (see R. Russell,
plate 43). Like the Thibaut, the Blanchet must
have had an unsustaining 4ft. stop, to add fast
brilliance to the courantes and gigues, for the
Thibaut has a very small soundboard for the
4ft. It is impossible to see inside this Blanchet,
but Mr Porteous tells me he has seen through
the cracks of the Blanchet which was taken to
the castle of Thoiry in 1733. There is only one
little bar under the 8ft. bridge, and it is
therefore suitable for block chords and
sustaining harmony. There are, however, bars
across from the 4ft. hitch-pin rail to the spine,
passing under (though hollowed out) the 4ft.
bridge. In other words, the 8ft. is free but the 4ft.
is barred for further brilliance, like the earlier
harpsichords. Francois Couperin requires both
a strong treble and a deep round bass. In
Book 1 (written before 1713) we have the slow,
lyrical melody Les Regrets and Book 2 (1714)
Les Langeurs-Tendres, both requiring a soft
non-percussive accompaniment. In

Compilation of several 18th Century Parisian Harpsichords
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Book 4, Les Ombres Errantes requires very
sustaining instruments in all parts. Again, in
Book 2, Les Barricades Misterieuses exploits
the sustaining tone of the lower registers and
shows that Couperin needed the wide
instrument, without a short octave, as he uses
BBb in the ninth bar. The strong and yet
sustaining treble, combined with a deep
sustaining bass, is very different from that
produced by the harpsichords which had a
driving quality in all parts, like the Denis, the
Thibaud, and probably the others previously
discussed. Do such instruments exist? Not
many, because 3the French enlarged their
instruments up to f which was called the Grand
Ravalement. This extension is not required by
Couperin, but seems to have been the 'in' thing
later in the century. Unfortunately, it brought the
treble bridge closer to the 4ft. hitch-pin rail, and
unless the soundboard is greatly thinned the
sound becomes too brittle in the treble.
Two harpsichords with outstanding trebles,
which I have rebuilt, are the Tisseran (1710)3
and the Gamier (1747). Both onl y go up to d
and have no bars under the bridges. The
Tisseran is very

5. Sebastien Gamier (GG—d<), showing the large area
of soundboard for both 8ft. and 4ft. and the well-placed
treble bridge.

6. Sebastien Gamier showing the French compound
struts and the light and free upper header. The gap
that houses the 4ft. hitch-pin is seen between the
header and the cheek.

close to the French harpsichords, but has the
very rare barring, which seems to have
originated in Venice. The Gamier has barring
based on the Ruckers. Couperin, in Book 1
(1713), wrote a piece called Le Gamier, which
suggests he liked the instruments by this
family. The surviving Gamier is at the
Harpsichord Centre and is shown in photos 5
and 6. An interesting feature is that the 4ft.
hitch- pin rail is jointed into the case in the
treble. This seems to make the treble more
efficient as there is a reasonable gap between
the 4ft. and
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the 8ft. bridge. The sustaining tone is
probably helped by the heavier case. In our
experience, a light case makes the harmonics
more interesting, but is less good for the
fundamental—much the same effect as the
light 4ft. hitch-pin rail. The bass is also helped
as the instrument is long (7ft. 8in.), although it
only goes down to GG. The 4ft., unlike that of
the Thibaut, has a great deal of soundboard
and is mellow and blending in tone.

ing, as it is extremely light and attached
neither to any struts nor to the lower header.
Again, we are reminded of certain Venetian
instruments, which 200 years before had little
more than a bar in this position.

The Later 18th-century French Harpsichords

Harpsichords based on the Ruckers, or rebuilt
Ruckers, became the standard instruments in
Paris. The rebuilds of Ruckers vary
considerably. If a small Ruckers was used,
the bent-side often came very near the bridge
and the tone was very brittle. Sometimes, a
larger Ruckers with a deeper case and wider
8ft. band of soundboard was used, and a
much more resonant instrument resulted.
Photo No. 7 shows one of these at the
Harpsichord Centre, and another is the
Ruckers-Taskin in the Paris Conservatoire.
Sometimes, the tail was also lengthened, and
a fine example of this double enlargement is
the Ruckers of 1612 in the Paris
Conservatoire.
There is a similarly enlarged instrument in
all dimensions at Claydon House. The fine lid
painting which appears to date from the
enlargement of about 1700 suggests that it is
an early instrument and, as it is barred like a
Ruckers, it may be the first example of this
type of barring in France, if the barring is
original. The inverted moulding at the top of
the case, like the Denis or the Gamier, is
typical of French, not Flemish instruments. The
rich tone of the Ruckers soundboard is made
more brittle by the close plucking position. The
8ft. bridge is only 3in. (down to 1in. in the treble)
from the nearest guide. The treble tone is
completely ruined as the 8ft. bridge is directly
on top of the 4ft. hitch-pin rail, and I think one
might be justified in altering this.
I have stressed that 1 think the notes on the
Ruckers type of instrument should be played
together, yet writers later in the century—e.g.
Daquin (1735)—suggest that in slower melodies
the right hand should be played after the
accompaniment. My feeling is that this was a
change in style, when the bass had become so
strong that it obscured the weaker trebles unless
they were separated from them.
In the south the 17th-century harpsichord
was not completely lost. The harpsichords of
Louis Bas, Colesse and Kroll (1774) have 7. Ruckers 1634, rebuilt in France for the Countess of
cases all made in pine with lower struts which Savoy 1763
are still like the double knees. There are four
struts on top at 45° just under the
soundboard. The soundboards usually have
no rose cut in them, and although based on
Ruckers bars are slightly thicker than the
northern ones. The upper header is still
particularly interest-
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As the century progressed, certain standard
instruments developed in Paris and London.
But in the period we have been considering it
is extremely difficult to decide where an
unsigned harpsichord was made. I end with a
table of characteristics, which assumes a
painted harpsichord in Nurnberg is French, and
that the Tisseran was made in England. These
assumptions may be wrong, but if they are
reversed they will add yet other complex
factors to the inter-relationship of early
instruments.
French
English
Pine case
1
3
Oak
1
3
(has an Italian
signature)
Pine and poplar
7
Walnut
3
5
Thick cases about
1cm
5
3
Thin case
3
6
Crossbars
9
3
(probably more
originally)
Rounded tails
2
2
Cross-grained
soundboard
2
3
Parallel bars ——————Tisseran ——————
Conclusion

and a bridge position which would make it
more mellow than a Florentine Italian. It was
cross-barred, which would make the tone dry,
so as a result of both these influences the
harmonics would be low (reedy) and not
sustaining.
The harmonics would deepen towards the
bass much more than in an Italian. This adds
different colours to the notes of spread chords
in the French instruments.
Heavy crossbars (and light parallel bars)
are good for dance music and music requiring
rhythmic vitality in the under parts, that is fugal
music and the 'broken style'. The treble tone
became clearer and more sustaining as the
position of the bridge altered. This produced
small brilliant instruments, more extrovert like
the Pere Bellot and Barton in England of
1709. It also produced instruments capable of
a sustained melody in the treble.
This stronger treble was combined with the
'hollow' resonant sound of lightly-barred
instruments to give a bass-treble orientated
instrument suitable for F. Couperin. The
earlier ones, with a smaller compass, seem
best.
The early instruments known to date do not
seem round enough to justify playing Louis
Couperin slowly, unless the two big walnut
French ones have only heavy parallel bars in
the Venetian style. If so, they would relate to
the English spinet and Tisseran, and be full in
the tenor and treble registers. It may be difficult
to find out, as they are carefully guarded
antiques.

The Denis had a large soundboard, a heavy
bridge,
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